The simple shear flow of a homeotropic nematic layer in an electric field normal to the layer is studied theoretically and experimentally. Several material constants of MBBA are determined as a function of temperature.
Introduction
The present work is an extension of a previously published work [1] on studying simple shear flow of liquid crystals. With new measuring equipment (Sect. 2), the torsional shear flow method (Sect. 2) is now used to study the influence of three experimental parameters on simple shear flow. These parameters are the temperature T, the electric voltage U and the eigentwist to, which can be induced by doping the nematic material with chiral molecules, thus obtaining a cholesteric liquid crystal. The shear flow of such cholesteric mesophases will be studied separately (Part II). In Part I we first outline some theoretical calculations for describing flow and electric field induced deformation patterns (Section 3). The hydrodynamic equations of Leslie and Ericksen [2, 3] are applied to the present problem and solved by computer techniques as well as by an approximation formalism in some limiting cases. The deformation patterns of the nematic layer are experimentally analyzed in detail and compared with the theoretical predictions (Section 4).
Experimental
As has been described previously [1, 4] , the torsional shear cell consists of two circular glass plates (G) at an adjustable distance d (see Fig. 1 ). One of them can be rotated against the other with a constant angular frequency to, thus obtaining a whole field of shear velocities (v). The cell, containing the liquid crystal (LC), is positioned between two (linear) polarizers (P) and illuminated by normally incident monochromatic light (wave- Based on this model of a shear cell, a very much improved version of the previously described measuring apparatus [1] has been built up. In the new apparatus, the two glass plates (radius R & 3 cm) of the shear cell are positioned at a distance of about 15 cm away from the adjustment and driving elements [1] on the top of two glass tubes which are fitted into one another. (The inner, rotating tube carries the lower plate). By a cylindrical oven, surrounding this glass system, the temperature of the cell can be stabilized up to 0.1 K within a range from about 275 K to 360 K. The oven is supplied with water of constant temperature. By external pressure gradients, desiccated air is forced to circulate within the oven, thus giving a sufficiently good heat transfer between the oven and the shear cell. Moreover, the new location of the cell allows measurements with horizontal and vertical magnetic fields.
The distance between the two glass plates (layer thickness d) can be adjusted continuously by a differential thread mechanism. The absolute value t t t t t of d is measured by a micrometer and, indirectly, by a capacitance bridge with a maximum error of 1 pun. A dc-servomotor drives the lower glass plate with a constant angular velocity to ranging from 10" 4 s -1 to 10 -1 s _1 . (The relative error of co is about 0.1%.) The homeotropic boundary conditions are produced by coating the inner glass planes of the cell with an invisibly thin film of soja-lecithin (using a solution of lecithin in benzene). In order to avoid electrohydrodynamic flow [5] , ac-voltages with a sufficiently high frequency (% 1 kHz) are used. For analyzing the textures of the liquid crystal layer, a self-made 6x6 cm reflex camera and a microscope are mounted onto the new measuring apparatus.
Theoretical Analysis

Numerical Computations
Excluding an area around the center of torsion, with a diameter of about ten times the layer thickness, the torsional shear flow locally will be approximated by (linear) simple shear flow. Typical director profiles of a sheared (initially homeotropic) layer are sketched in Fig. 2 for a) a nematic and b) a long pitch cholesteric liquid crystal (see Part II). In both cases the tilt angle $ of the director n increases with increasing shear velocity v up to the limiting flow alignment angle
The cholesteric helix completely unwinds for v -> oo (see Part II).
The equilibrium condition r = Äx/t = 0(r: total torque density) yields two independent second order differential equations for $ and cp (see Figure 2) . Expressing the molecular field h [5] in terms of the hydrodynamic theory of Leslie and Ericksen [2, 3] , one obtains from r z = 0 the following equation for {sinStff/^^-K^+lHod]} the stationary flow of the liquid crystal, using the reduced coordinate £ = 2z/d:
The second equation is reasonably obtained from the condition r y n x -r x n y = 0:
4-I sin 2&-
2 #]~2/i~2 represents the 2-dependence of the electric field vector [6] .)
From the balance of forces results an equation for the local velocity gradient u' (£):
After integration with respect to the boundary
which is inserted into Equations (1), (2) . The following abbreviations are used:
U c 2 = { -)ti 2 Ksle 0 e a , e a = £|| -e ± «0); From a scale analysis [1, 8] of the differential equations follows that the solutions for # and cp contain the experimental parameters only in certain combinations:
(The temperature T enters through the temperature dependence of the material constants of the liquid crystal.) As already mentioned we will restrict the following calculations to the nematic case (t Q d = 0, <p(£) = 9?'(C) = 0). In this case Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to one second order differential equation, which is hereafter referred to as Equation (2 n ). This equation has to be solved for the boundary conditions 0(O) = # m , #(-1) = #(+1) = 0. The numerical computation method used is the following: First, the second order boundary value problem is reduced to an initial value problem with two coupled first order differential equations. Their integration is done by a fourth order predictor-corrector method of Hamming [9] . When starting the integration at £ = 0, the initial values are & (0) = & m and $'(0) = 0 (symmetry). Furthermore, a first choice of the integrals /1 and 12 is required. #(0), which depends on the experimental parameters, is found by a shooting method: Starting with #(0) = tt/4, the system of first order differential equations is repeatedly solved with a new properly chosen &{0), until the second boundary value #(1) lies close enough to zero (the integrals and 12 are repeatedly computed by the well known Simpson method). For a shooting error of 0.2 to 0.5 per cent of the above outlined computation method converges typically after 8 to 12 iteration steps and takes about 4 seconds of computer time on the (relatively slow working) 1MB 360/50 machine.
Using experimental values for the material constants of MBBA at room temperature listed in Table 1 (and data at other temperatures taken from the Refs. and Sect. 4) the solutions for #(£) are plotted in Fig. 3 for different parameters. In Fig. 3 In Fig. 3 b the experimental parameter is the reduced voltage ?7/?7 c and vd is zero. Excluding the boundary layers, the director adapts a nearly parallel orientation to the boundaries at high U/U c [6] . & is plotted in Fig. 3d as a function of the reduced temperature r for a low and a high value of
where T C is the absolute nematic-isotropic transition temperature). & decreases with increasing temperature, whereas the thickness of the boundary layers increases.
The (reduced) local velocity u(£)d of the nematic liquid crystal is plotted in Fig. 4 for a) a low and b) a high value of vd respectively. 
Approximate Solution for Low vd and Low UIU C
For low tilt angles Eq. (2 n ) can be solved by the approximation
as has been previously shown in detail for the most part [1, 12] .
The parameters and e can be deduced from the zeroth and first power in & of a taylor expansion of Equation (2 n 
R
with further abbreviations
15
It is assumed in the calculations that 0 m and e are small quantities. Therefore the validity of the formulas (6) - (8) is restricted to low values for vd and U/U c (for actual values see Section 4). In the small angle limit (# m < 0.5) tilt angles 0 (£) obtained by Eq. (6) and those obtained by the computer calculations discussed in Sect. 3.1 agree very well. 0 m and e diverge for negative dielectric anisotropy e a = £|| -e if W approaches the ratio 3/5 (£7/t/ c = 0.98). For vd = 0 and weak overcritical voltages 0(0 = 0 m cos(jr£/2) is a good approximation of a solution of Eq. (2 n ) [13] . Experimentally, the mean tilt angle 0* of the director in the liquid crystal layer is indirectly given by measurements of the optic anisotropy of the layer:
n e (&) is the refractive index of the extraordinary ray. n\\ and are the refractive indices parallel and perpendicular to the director respectively. Observing the nematic layer between crossed polarizers (see Sect. 2), interference minima of order m occur if
Inserting Eqs. (6) - (8) into Eq. (12), the serial development of mjd reads
As discussed in Sect. 4, these equations allow to calculate some of the material constants of nematic liquid crystals, provided that the main refractive indices are known. The approximation formalism outlined above can easily be applied to calculate time dependent changes of # in the small angle limit:
with
and
The quantity s is a reciprocal time constant, which describes for 5<0 the relaxation of a distorted nematic layer into the homeotropic orientation. a is a parameter, which is small compared to unity. The following analysis concerns to the reorientation of the director after stopping the shear flow at constant UIU c <Cl. The reorientation with a local angular velocity ß gives rise to translatory flow, called backflow [14J. Neglecting inertial terms [15] , one obtains the following linearized equations from the balance conditions for force and torque respectivelv:
where 0 denotes the time derivative of 0. With these equations one obtains:
is a viscosity parameter which results from the backflow terms in Eqs. (17) and (18) .
The time constant -s -1 should diverge for UjU c -1 (vd = 0). Because of using the approximation formula (16) 
as done by Pieranski et al. [14] , the requirement cited above is exactly fulfilled. But there is a disadvantage that the wave number k has to be calculated from a mixed goniometric equation. For low undercritical voltages however, the results of both approximations are in good agreement. Experimentally, we measure the reciprocal decay time constant of the relaxation of the optic anisotropy of the layer. In a rough approximation we get from Equation (12) 
Approximations for High vd or High U/U c
In the case of high vd or high U/Uc the tilt angle & is nearly constant in the whole layer excluding two boundary layers of a certain (relative) thickness £ (see Sect. 3.1). According to a detailed derivation in a previous publication [1] , £ can easily be determined from Eq. (2 n ) by approximating differentials by differences and averaging the other functions across a boundary layer £ = c x \vd + c 2 {UjU c ) 2 Y^-
Ci and c 2 contain material constants. For vd -0, £ formally agrees with the so-called electric coherence length [5] . 
Discussion of Experimental Results
Refractive Indices and Interference Pattern
The measurements were carried out with nematic MBBA synthesized and purified by the author. The nematic-isotropic transition temperature T c of fresh material was about 320 K. After filling the measuring cell with MBBA, T c was about one degree lower due to absorption of impurities. In order to compare experimental data obtained with samples of different T c , the reduced temperature scale with r = (T-T c )/T c is used [16] , The nematic phase of MBBA ranges from r = -0.082 to t = 0, but often undercooling dow n to r = -0.12 was observed.
As indicated by the formulas in Sect. 3, the refractive indices n\\ and n ± (of MBBA) should be known precisely and therefore they have been separately measured for A = 546 nm using an Abberefractometer ( Figure 5 ). The maximum error of n\\ and n increases with increasing temperature from ± 1 X 10-3 to ± 3 X 10-3 and from ± 0.5 X 10" 3 to i 2 X 10" 3 respectively. Excluding the high temperature range, the values in Fig. 5 agree within the error limits with values interpolated for X -546 nm from data published by Brunet-Germain [17] . Figure 5 also contains w is , the refractive index of the isotropic phase, and the factor N^ = (nJX)N, which appears in Eqs. (14) and (15) . Figure 6 shows a typical interference pattern obtained by torsional shear flow of a nematic liquid crystal in the geometry of Figure 1 . The system of concentric bright and dark interference rings is superposed by a black maltese cross, which indicates the vibration directions of the polarizers. For a quantitative analysis of such interference patterns the experimental parameters like v, d, U/Uc, r belonging to the different interference minima of order m are determined (see Refs. [1, 4] for more details).
Simple Shear Flow and Its Temperature Dependence (£7/£7 c = 0)
The ratio mid is in general a function of the product vd, which has been shown by a scale analysis as well as by former experimental data [1] . Figure 7 shows plots of mid as a function of vd for different values of the reduced temperature r. All of the curves start at vd = 0 with a parabolic shape, which is indicated on the left part in an extended (vd)-scale. For vd -> oo the curves approach a temperature dependent saturation value (m/d)o as predicted by the theoretical analysis in Section 3. With increasing temperature m/d decreases, resulting from a decrease of n SL = n\\ -n ± (see Fig. 5 ) and & (see Figure 3d) .
Let us now analyze the range of small vd according to the approximations in Section 3.2. The experimental points in Fig. 8 fit pretty well to a straight line for each r. The intersection of these lines with the ordinate yields the parameter a 2 . From the slope we get a\ (see Eqs. (13), (14) . (15)). Assuming the temperature dependence of the viscosity constants being mainly determined by an exponential factor [18] , a 2 and a± should fit a straight line in an Arrhenius-plot. As can be seen from (15) the ratio Ki/K^ of the splay and bend elastic constants can be calculated from «4. According to the Maier-Saupe theory [22] this ratio should be independent of temperature. The experimental points in Fig. 11 verify such a behaviour only within the limits of error.
We will now analyze the time dependent relaxation of a destorted nematic layer into the homeotropic orientation after stopping the shear flow. Figure 12 shows plots for the decay of m/d as a function of (t -t T )/d 2 at different reduced temperatures. The curves are slided parallel to the abscissa in order to get the same (arbitrary) reference value (mid) r at a time t -t T . In such a representation the curves are independent of the layer thickness d as indicated for r= -7 x 10~2 and r= -6 x 10~2. Moreover, curves which start at different m/d, i.e. at different vd, coincide a short time after stopping constants of liquid crystals, so that we will omit to give an explanation for the deviation in the range near T c . From a 2 (see Eq. (14)) the ratio yic = (72 -yi)/ÜL3 of material constants can be calculated with a relative low error of 1,5% at low and 3% at high temperatures respectively, yk and a 2 are plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of r. Up to now, no other measurements of yk are known from literature. Using data from literature for the single constants in yx [H, 19-21] one obtains a yx (with an error of about 20%) roughly agreeing with the present data. by the constant A = a2 2 /(yi??2)-This ratio of viscosity constants therefore has been calculated using the single constants yx = (72 -yi)Ks, 71/72 (see below), Ks [20] and t]2 [11] , in order to calculate the ratio 71/^3 from the experimental data of s. 71/ÜL3 and A are plotted in Fig. 15 as a function of temperature. These values of 71/Ä3 agree within an error limit of about 3% with values obtained from 7k and 71/72. From an Arrhenius plot of 71/Ä3 one obtains for 71 an activation energy of 42 kj/mole, which is about 10% lower than values given in literature [23, 24] . An advantage of this dynamical method of measuring 71/Ä3 is that the refractive indices are not needed. If we would have neglected the backflow terms in the approximations of Sect. 3.3 (set a 2 = 0), one would have obtained a reciprocal time constant s (using 71/Ä3 from Fig. 15 ) which is about 20% higher than the experimental one ( Figure 14) . This very clearly confirms that the 
Fig. 16. mid as a function of (vd)~1
12 in the range of high vd (cp. Figure 7) . backflow terms should not be neglected in the homeotropic configuration [14] .
By means of the approximations in Sect. 3 .3 we will now analyze the curves of Fig. 7 in the range of high vd. Figure 16 veryfies Eq. (24) for different reduced temperatures r. It is remarkable that the experimental points fit to straight lines of approximately the same slope -coim/d)o = -(11.5 ± 0.5) .
The intersection of these lines with the ordinate yields the saturation value (mid)o, from which the flow alignment angle an d the ratio yi/y2 of viscosity constants can be calculated using Eqs. (26) and (27) . The temperature dependence of these constants is shown in Figure 17 . The error of #o is strongly determined by the error of the refractive indices. Today, only few publications about measurements of are known [25, 26] . In the limits of error the values of Gähwiller [25] are very close to the present ones (see Fig. 17 ), in contrast to those of Meiboom and Hewitt ( [26] , 72 ... 70 deg). In Fig. 18 Within an error range of about 0.5% to 5% the full data points in Fig. 19 , calculated with a computer** as discussed in Sect. The range of low vd may be analyzed for U/U c < 1 in the same way as before in Section 4.2. Figure 20 veryfies the theoretically predicted increase of the coefficients ao and from which a new ratio of material constants can additionally be determined: In reduced coordinates Fig. 22 shows the time dependent decay of mjd to an equilibrium value (m/d)e after stopping the shear flow at constant U/Uc (cp. Figure 12) . The curves are slided parallel to the abscissa, so that (at t -t T ) (mjd) r is (arbitrarily) 1 X 10 4 m -1 higher than (m/(J) e for all curves. From the experimental data in Fig. 22 one obtains reciprocal time constants s agreeing for U/f/ c < 0.5 very well with theoretical ones obtained by means of yi/Ks and A from Figure 15 . This is shown by Fig. 23 , which also gives the calculated voltage dependence of the parameter a (see Equation (19) ). Plotting -2d 2 s against (U/Uc) 2 one gets a straight approximation line from which the material constants YI/Ks and A can be calculated separately. For r = -0.070 their values agree within an error limit of 5% with those in Figure 15 .
Simple Shear Flow in a Vertical Electric (Magnetic) Field
Analyzing the curves in Fig. 19 one finds that the experimental points deviate with increasing U/U c more and more from the approximation line for U/U c = 0 (cp. Fig. 16 , r= -0.070). Such a behaviour is expected according to Equation (24) .
As indicated by the (lower) dashed curve in Fig. 19 , a (reduced) vertical magnetic field HJH C lowers the effective optic anisotropy m/d because of the positive diamagnetic anisotropy £ a = X\\ ~ X±. of MBBA. Therefore, applying both an electric and a magnetic field, the counteracting electromagnetic torques can be compensated with a proper ratio of fields. In this case the radius of an interference minimum of order m ^ 1 will remain unchanged (at constant vd). Neglecting the depolarization effect (see comment to Eq. (2)), the balance condition of electromagnetic torques yields:
This equation is veryfied by Figure 24 . From the slope of the approximation line we obtain the ratio of material constants
which agrees within the limits of error with values calculated from data for the single constants given in literature [27, 28] , Similarly, we may compensate the counteracting fields at the critical transition from the homeotropic to the distorted orientation (Frederiks transition [5] ) of the liquid crystal. The critical voltage U c is raised to ?7 C ' if a vertical magnetic field H C ' is 
Such a behaviour is confirmed by the experimental points in Figure 25 . From the slope of the straight line we get -£a/*a = (3.5 ± 0.4) x 105 .
The compensation method is most sensitive in the range of medium interference orders m. Experimentally, the compensation is favourably carried out with a nonuniformly distorted liquid crystal layer like that obtained by torsional shear (see Figure 6 ). Knowing e a from other measurements*, the compensation of electric and magnetic fields may be regarded as a simple and rather precise method of determining % a (and vice versa). Moreover, each of the single material constants occurring in the ratios determined in Sect. 4 may be calculated if one of these constants is known (e.g. g a ).
Conclusion
In a recently published paper [29] it has been pointed out that the torsional shear flow method may advantageously be applied in large fields of liquid crystal research. Besides studying simple shear flow this method is very powerful for investigating shear induced texture transitions as well as inversion and domain structures (Part II and forthcoming papers). The present paper is restricted to a broad summary of partially new studies of simple shear flow of nematic liquid crystals in an electric field of frequency f za 1 kHz. (In the dc-or low frequency ac-regime, the simple shear flow is superposed by cellular electrohydrodynamic motions of the liquid crystal, thus obtaining shear induced transitions between uniform textures and domain textures, [30] ). The experimental data are shown to agree very well with the theoretically predicted ones. Concerning the determination of material constants only, it should be emphasized at this point, that some of the viscosity and elastic constants may ba measured more easily (though in general not more exactly) with partially less experimental equipment using well known techniques described in literature [20, 31, 11, 19, 32, 33, 34] . On the other hand, the torsional shear flow method is more universal in liquid crystal research as cited above.
